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81. INTRODUCTION 
AN INCOMPRESSIBLE surface in a compact 3-manifold is a tame properly embedded surface which 
can be said to have no trivial handles or boundaries. A knowledge of the kinds of incompressible 
surfaces contained in a 3-manifold may lead to insights into its structure. In knot theory, for 
example, a study of minimal genus spanning surfaces has proved to be useful. 
In Cl], Haken proved that any family of disjoint incompressible surfaces (modulo any 
polyhedral subset of the boundary) contains no more than 61a mutually non-parallel surfaces, 
where cr is the number of simplices in a triangulation of M. One may ask whether it is possible to 
show that there are only finitely many different (in some sense) incompressible surfaces in any 
given compact 3-manifold. However the search for such a result would be fruitless since Lyons, 
in [3], gives examples of knots which have incompressible spanning surfaces of arbitrarily high 
genus. Also we will provide an example of a compact 3-manifold which admits genus one 
incompressible surfaces with arbitrarily many boundaries. 
It is clear, then, that a compact 3-manifold might contain infinitely many incompressible 
surfaces which are not equivalently embedded (that is to say that there does not exist a 
homeomorphism of the 3-manifold onto itself taking one surface to another). If the Euler 
characteristics of the surfaces are assumed to be limited however, then it seems difficult to 
construct a compact 3-manifold with infinitely many differently embedded incompressible 
surfaces of limited Euler characteristic. Perhaps this is not possible. The main theorem of this 
paper asserts that if the compact 3-manifold is irreducible and orientable and contains a given 
incompressible surface then any other incompressible surface whose Euler characteristic is 
limited and whose boundary does not meet he boundary of the first surface can be assumed to 
meet that surface in a limited number of disjoint simple closed curves. 
Even if the Euler characteristic s limited, we cannot change our idea of the equivalence of 
incompressible surfaces to that of isotopy. The first example below is of a compact, orientable, 
irreducible 3-manifold with an infinite family of non-isotopic incompressible surfaces of genus 
one and with no boundary curves. In most cases then, isotopy may be too restrictive an 
equivalence relation for incompressible surfaces. 
Definitions 
Let M be any compact 3-manifold. M may have a boundary and it may be non-orientable. We 
assume M to be triangulated with the triangulation A. Let S be a surface piecewise linearly 
embedded in M, and properly embedded so that S n bd M = bd S (bd S may be empty). S is 
incompressible if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) if D is a piecewise linear disc embedded in int M and D fl S = bd D then bd D bounds a 
disc on S. Further, no such D is in bd M. 
(ii) if D is a piecewise linear disc embedded in M with D n bd M = a, D fl S = p, where a$ 
are arcs, (Y U = D, a p two 
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manifold. As Haken points out, we can incorporate the concept of boundary irreducibility (i.e. h4 
is boundary irreducible if it contains no incompressible discs) and still obtain the reduction. 
3. The examples 
In this paper all the manifolds will be assumed to be compact and triangulated and all the 
structures within them will be assumed to be piecewise linear. 
Let X be a disc with three holes and let M = X x S’, where S’ is the l-sphere. Then M is a 
compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold. (This can be seen most easily by observing that M 
occurs as the compliment of a regular neighbourhood of an unsplittable link in 9.) 
Let 1 be a simple closed curve in int X which is not contractible there. Then 1 x S’ is a torus in 
int M. If 1 x S’ were not incompressible then there would exist a disc, D, embedded inint M such 
that D fl (1 x S’) = bd D. But then, by cutting I x S’ along D, we obtain a 2-sphere, which must 
bound a 3-cell in M, since M is irreducible. Hence one component of M - 1 x S’ has closure a 
solid torus. Hence 1 must be contractible on X, which is not true. We must conclude that 1 x S’ 
is incompressible. 
Let a family of curves {h}, i 2 1, on X be constructed as in Figure 1, where li is looped i times 
around the first two holes before encircling the third one. 
Fig. 1. 
If if j then the surfaces 1, X S’ and lj x S’ are not isotopic in M. In order to prove this, first 
note that n,(M) is the group 
(a, b, G d : [a, 4, Lb, dl, [c, dl), 
where the generators a, b, c can be represented by loops in X which are meridians of the holes as 
indicated in Figure 1, and d is represented by a loop of the form x0x S’, where x0 E X. Then 
there is a homeomorphism f: n-,(M)+ F3, the free group on three generators, gotten by 
identifying the element d with 1. If h is any loop in the surface 1, x S’ then it is mapped by f onto 
an element in F3 of the form 
for some integer n. 
For each surface li x S’ we may choose a loop, hi, in li x S’ so that its image under f is 
precisely c(lIb)‘+‘u-‘(b-‘a-‘)‘. If l, x S’ were isotopic to li x S’, then hi would be mapped onto 
an element of the form 
(c(ub)‘+’ am’(b-‘u^‘)‘)” for some it. 
However, these are both reduced words in the free group, and since the element c occurs only 
once in f(hi) we must conclude that n = 1. Hence i = j, which is a contradiction. Therefore if i # j, 
li x S’ is not isotopic to 1, X S’ although each surface has genus one and no boundaries. 
We may vary M somewhat to produce our second example. Let M* be obtained from M by 
drilling a tunnel, Q, from the middle hole of M to the outer boundary such that Q is knotted with 
two trefoil knots, as shown in Figure 2. 
Let b be a properly embedded arc on X enclosing the middle hole of X as shown in the figure 
and let B = b x ,‘$I. We specify that Q does not meet B and the two knots of Q can be encircled 
by disjoint 2-spheres in M which determine disjoint 3-cells of M: r,, rz say, with bd ri n Q 
being two discs, and such that Ti II B = 4, i = 1,2. We may also specify that Q is such that the 
surfaces li x S’ meet Q only between the knots, and then only in discs, so that each open annulus 
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Fig. 2. 
of (& x S ‘) - B meets Q is at most one disc. Then, in M*, all the surfaces Cl((& x S’)- Q) = Ni 
are incompressible. 
In order to prove this let us first assume that D is a disc embedded in int M* such that 
D n N, = bd D. Because li x S' is incompressible in M, D and li X S' must determine a3-cell in 
M, hence there exists a 2-sphere in M intersecting Q in a number of discs. If there was only one 
disc then one of the boundaries of M would be in that 3-cell, which is impossible. If there was 
more than one disc, then if we construct an arc on the surface of a component of the intersection 
of Q with the 3-cell, joining two of the discs, and join the two endpoints of the arc with an arc in 
Ni - Q, we obtain a loop which is not contractible in M. But this is impossible since the loop is in 
the 3-cell. Hence we conclude that bd D bounds a disc on Ni. 
If D is a disc in M* whose boundary intersects each of the sets int N, and bd M* - N, in a 
single open arc and whose interior is contained in int M* - Ni, then by an isotopy of D we may 
assume that bd D intersects Q in two arcs, both on the same side of Ni. Then if, say, I, is on the 
same side of Ni as is D, we may eliminate all trivial intersections of D with bd I, so that 
D fl bd I, is two arcs. But then, in order to prevent bd D II N, from determining a disc on Ni, 
we must have both arcs connecting the two components of Q - Il. Hence D n r, is two discs 
and so Q cannot be knotted in I,, a contradiction. Therefore we must conclude that Ni is 
incompressible in M*. 
For each i, N, meets bd M* in 2i + 1 curves so that M* contains a family of genus one 
incompressible surfaces with arbitrarily large numbers of boundary components. 
52.THE MAIN THEOREM 
In light of these examples it is perhaps urprising that the following theorem can be proved: 
THEOREM. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and let S be an 
incompressible surface embedded in M, with S 0 bd M = 4. Let x0 be a (possibly negative) 
integer no greater than 2. Then there exists a number, 8 (M, S, x0>, which depends only on M, S, and 
x0 such that if T is an incompressible surface in M whose Euler characteristic is no smaller than 
x0 then there exists a homeomorphism f : M + M which is the identity on bd M and which is such 
that f(T) fl S consists of no more than B(M, S, x0) simple closed curves. 
In order to prove this result we will need to establish a number of properties of compact 
bordered surfaces. It will then be possible to prove the theorem by the technique of showing that 
certain parts of a regular neighbourhood of S fl 7’ (after T has been placed in general position 
with respect o S) are then homeomorphic toN x S’, where N is a compact bordered surface and 
S’ is the l-sphere. 
We begin with: 
LEMMA 1. Let N be a compact surface, which is not a 2-sphere or a disc, whose Euler 
characteristic is x. Let {Ii}, 1 I i 5 n be a family of disjoint simple closed curves in int M, none of 
which span a disc on N. Then if ,y 5 0 and n = -2x + 2, or x = 1 and n = 2, at least two of the 
curves are parallel on N. 
Proof. If x = 1 then N is a projective plane and the lemma must be true. Hence we may 
assume that x I 0. We use induction on the number -x - b + 2, where b is the number of 
boundary components of N. 
First note that -x - b + 2 is always greater than or equal to zero. Note also that if we create 
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an extra boundary in N by removing a disc, then -x - b + 2 is unchanged. Hence if 
-x - b + 2 = 0, N must be a 2-sphere with b discs removed. Also, since -x = b - 2, we have 
n = -2x + 2 = 2b - 2. Since b 2 2, one can prove by induction on b that two of the 1: are parallel 
on N. 
Therefore we may assume that -x - b + 2 > 0. If there exists an li which does not separate N
then split N along li. Call the resulting surface N*. Let the Euler characteristic of N* be x* and 
let b * be the number of boundaries of N*. Then x * = x and b * = b + 2 so that -x * - b * + 2 is two 
less than -x - b + 2. But, adding in two copies of li, on each side of the cut in N*, we have 
-2x + 3 = -2x* + 3 curves in N”. By induction two curves are parallel on N*, hence on N. 
Therefore we may assume that all 1, separate N. Let li split N into two surfaces, N, and N2 
for some i. Let the Euler characteristics be x,, xz and the numbers of boundaries be b,, bz 
respectively. Then x1 + x2 = x and 
(-x,-b,+2)+(-xz-bz+2)=-x-b+2. 
Note further that if we put a copy of 1, on each side of the cut then there are -2x + 3 curves all 
together, and hence N, has at least -2xj + 2 curves for either j = 1 or 2. 
Therefore if --x1 - b, + 2 > 0 for both 1 = 1 and 1 = 2 then we may apply induction to obtain the 
result. Hence we may assume that each curve, li, is such that splitting N along 1, produces one 
surface, N,, with -x, - b, + 2 = 0. Of course, in this case, the other surface, N2, has 
-x2-bz+2=-x-b+2>0. 
Therefore let us assume this number to be fixed and use induction on b. The case that b = 0 
would imply that Ii bounds a disc, which we have assumed to be impossible. If b = 1 then N, 
must be an annulus, one boundary being l,, the other being the boundary of N. Then N2, the other 
component of N split along li, has b, = 1. We may assume that N, contains no other curve from 
{li}, and hence Nz, with a copy of /i added, contains -2x2 + 2 = -2x + 2 curves. But then there is 
another curve, li, with j # i, in N2, and again we must have li splitting Nz so that one component is
an annulus. The boundaries of the annulus are 1, and 1j, which are thus parallel on N. 
Hence we may assume that b > 1. If 1, is a curve which separates N so that the component, 
N,, having -x, - b, + 2 = 0, has more than two boundaries, then if N, is the other component, it 
has bZ < b. But -xz - bz + 2 = -x - b + 2, and we may assume that it has at least -2~~ + 2 curves 
(for if N, had -2x, + 2 curves, two would be parallel) so apply induction. 
Hence we may assume that all 1, separate N so that one component is an annulus not 
containing any I,, j# i, and one boundary of the annulus is a boundary of N, (i.e. each li encircles 
precisely one boundary component of N) and so n 5 b. 
But we have seen that N cannot be a 2-sphere with discs removed, so that we must have 
x 5 1 - b. By assumption, n = -2x + 2 2 -2(1- 6) + 2 = 2b, and since b > 1 this contradicts 
n 5 b. 
LEMMA 2. Let N be a compact bordered surface, genus g r 0 and with b 11 boundaries. N 
may or may not be orientable. Let p,, pz be two points on bd N and let I,, l2 be two properly 
embedded arcs on N whose endpoints are pl and p2. If: 
(a) N is orientable and 
(i) neither 1, nor 1, separate N; or 
(ii) 1, and l2 both separate N and the components of N - li correspond in that 
corresponding components contain the same components of bd N and have the same 
genus, and further they contain the same component of B - pl, p2, where B is the 
boundary component of N containing both p,, pz; or 
(b) N is not orientable and 
(i) neither 1, nor l2 separates N and N - 1, is not orientable, i = 1,2; or 
(ii) neither 1; separates N and both the surfaces N - l! are orientable and the orientations 
of the boundaries of N - 1, are consistent with the orientations of the boundaries of 
N - l2 in the sense that if a set of orientations is assigned to the boundary components 
of N then two components have the same orientation in N - 1, iff they have the same 
orientation in N - 1,; or 
(iii) both 1, separate N and both components of N - li are not orientable and correspond in 
the sense of a(ii), above; or 
(3 
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both 1, separate N and one component of N-h is orientable, the components 
correspond in the sense of a(ii) and the orientable components correspond in the sense 
of b(ii), (note that if both components of N-h are orientable then N is itself 
orientabie). 
Then there exists a homeomorphism f: N + N which is the identity on bd N and 
which is such that f(l,) = 1,. 
Proof. Every compact bordered surface may be represented as a disc with a number of bands 
attached (see for example Massey [4]). Let us call such a representation a ‘canonical surface’ and 
specify that for such a surface the kinds of bands (twisted bands, double bands, etc.) are arranged 
in a certain order, which depends on the case of lemma 2 being considered. 
For case a(i), if N, is the surface obtained by splitting N along I,, i = 1,2, then if p,, pz are on 
the same boundary of N then Ni is a genus g - 1 surface with b + 1 boundaries. If pl, p2 are on 
different boundaries of N then N, is a genus g surface with b - 1 boundaries. 
In the first case we may take homeomorphisms fi of Ni, i = 1,2, to the canonical surface for 
genus g - 1 with b + 1 boundaries and it may be assumed that both homeomorphisms correspond 
on bd N so that fllbd N = fZlbdN. Further, each A takes two copies of li to the boundary of the 
canonical surface. By identifying the two copies of li on the canonical surface (this corresponds 
to attaching aband connecting the two copies of Ii), we obtain a surface homeomorphic toN. Let 
a homeomorphism f : N + N be obtained by composing the homeomorphisms f, and f2-‘. Then f 
satisfies the requirements of lemma 2. 
The other cases are similar in essence. 
LEMMA 3. Let N be a compact bordered surface and let h be a properly embedded arc on N. 
Assume that N is in the canonical form of a disc with bands attached (in a certain order), at least 
one endpoint of k is on the outer boundary of N, and neither endpoint of k is on a band of N. Then 
there is a homeomorphism of N onto itself which is the identity on bd N and which takes h to an 
arc which meets each band in at most two longitudinal arcs. 
Proof. h and N must be of one of the cases of lemma 2. If, for example, h is as in a(i) then let 
k be an arc in the disc connecting the endpoints of h without meeting any of the bands of N. Then 
lemma 2 implies that there is a homeomorphism of the right kind taking h to k. 
We will also prove lemma 3 for the case that h and N are of the type of b(iv) of lemma 2 since 
that is the most difficult case. Once this construction is made it is clear how to produce 
constructions for the other possibilities. Hence we assume that N is not orientable and that h 
separates N into an orientable and a nonorientable component. The orientations of the 
boundaries of the component of N - h which is orientable are given (relative to the boundary 
component of N which contains both endpoints of h). We may assume that N is in the canonical 
form indicated in Figure 3. 
&Q _-- 
F; 
c”:; 
p2 
0 w u --- 
Fig. 3. 
The endpoints p,, p2 of h are at either end of the figure. There are either one or two twisted 
bands at the left on the top and a collection of double bands across the top introducing the correct 
genus for N. From the bottom a collection of single bands project, representing the other 
boundary components of N. 
By perhaps rotating the outer boundary of N through a half turn by the use of an isotopy in a 
regular neighbourhood of that boundary, we may assume that the orientable component of N - h 
includes the lower portion of the outer boundary of N from p, to p2, the endpoints of h. We need 
to construct an arc, k, from p, to pz which is equivalent to h (according to lemma 2) and which 
passes through each band at most twice. 
Assign an orientation to each boundary by considering a clockwise pointing arrow on each 
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component. Then for each of the inner boundaries which are in the orientable component of 
N - h, (call it N”) we will say that the boundary has positive orientation if the arrow has the same 
orientation as the arrow on the boundary of N* containing h. Otherwise say it has negative 
orientation. Then we construct k as follows: 
Begin by drawing a line straight from pI to p2 across the disc. If any components of bd N are 
in N-N” or are in N* and have negative orientation then thread the arc through the band of N 
corresponding to that component (see Figure 4). 
Next, for the boundaries of N* with negative orientation, take a loop of the arc near to p,, 
pass it through the twisted band near to p1 and then around those boundaries of N* (see Figure 
5). 
Having done this we now have the arc splitting the surface so that the components have the 
right boundaries and the boundaries of the orientable component have the right orientations. 
(This can be seen by observing that one can ‘pull’ the components of bd N* with negative 
orientations through the twisted band, thus reversing their orientation with respect o the outer 
boundary of N.) 
It only remains to get the genus right. If the genus of N* is q, then pass the arc through q of 
the double bands as illustrated in Figure 6. 
Let this be the arc k. Then by lemma 2, k is such that there exists a homeomorphism f : N -+ N, 
leaving bd N fixed, and taking h to k. 
LEMMA 4. Let N be a compact bordered surface and let {I}, 1 5 i I n, be a set of disjoint 
properly embedded arcs on N. Then N can be represented as a disc with m bands attached, for 
some integer m, such that the arcs are all properly embedded in the disc and do not meet the bands. 
(Note that we do not specify that the bands join the disc in any specific ordering as in the 
canonical model.) 
Proof. Induction on n. If n = 1 then let N* be N split along 1,. If N* is connected it can be 
represented as a disc with bands and we may assume that the two copies of 1, on bd N* do not 
Fig. 4 
Fig. 5 
Fig. 6. 
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meet he bands of N*. Join the two copies of 1, on bd N* with a band to get N and identify one 
of the copies of 1, with I, in N. Then by a small isotopy, I, may be moved away from the band. 
If N* is not connected then each copy of 1, is on the boundary of a disc with bands, 
representing each component of N*, and it may be assumed that these copies of I, do not meet 
the bands. Joining the discs along l,, we obtain a disc with bands representing N and with I, 
properly embedded in the disc and not meeting the bands. 
If n > 1, split N along I,,, obtaining N* and the argument proceeds as before. 
(Note that m depends on the Euler characteristic of N, not on n). 
LEMMA 5. If N, {li}, 1% i 5 n are as in lemma 4 then N is homeomorphic to a disc with bands 
in canonical form as in lemma 3 such that the arcs all meet the bands at most in a collection of 
longitudes of the bands and otherwise lie in a regular neighbourhood of the boundary of the disc. 
Further, any radial line through a given regular neighbourhood of the boundary of the disc meets 
any ii in no more than 22m - 2 points (m is the number of bands of N so that m = 1 - ,Y, where x is 
the Euler characteristic of N). Finally, we may choose any of the boundaries of N to be the 
‘outside’ boundary in the canonical surface. 
Proof. By lemma 4, N may be represented as a disc with bands such that each Ii meets N as 
an arc properly embedded on the disc. An isotopy may be performed in the interior of the disc 
taking each arc to an arc in the regular neighbourhood of the boundary of the disc such that any 
radial line through the regular neighbourhood meets each arc in at most one point. 
We may put N into canonical position by sliding the bands around the boundary of the disc 
and over one another. Let the bands be denoted {b,}, 15 i % m. Let b,(,, be a band which is such 
that removing the band from N gives one less boundary component for N (if such a band exists). 
Slide one end of b,(,, so that it is adjacent o the other end of b,(,,. This is possible because both 
ends of b,(,, must be on the same boundary of the surface obtained from N by removing b,(,,. 
Slide the end of biCIj so that the ‘inside’ edge of the band is not the component of bd N which we 
have decided shall become the ‘outside’ boundary of N on the canonical surface. If there is 
another ‘boundary band’, biC2,, then slide one end so that it is adjacent o the other end and the 
correct boundary component of N is on the inside. Continue this process for each of the 
boundary bands. Similarly we can arrange the ‘genus bands’ into the right position by sliding them 
along the outer boundary. 
The important thing about his technique is that each end of each band is moved at most once 
and the movement does not involve sliding the end of a band over a portion of N, minus the band, 
more than once. We examine the image of a typical li under the isotopy of N resulting from all 
these movements of the bands. At the outset each b meets each radial line in the disc at most 
once. The first movement of an end of a band may move the endpoints of Ii, adding at most two 
longitudinal rcs to some bands and resulting in at most two points of intersection of a radial ine 
in the disc with li. At the jth step, if there are at most ni longitudinal rcs of li in any band and mi 
points of intersection of li with a radial ine in the disc then the j + 1st step results in no more than 
2nj + 2 longitudinal rcs in any band and ni + mi + 2 intersections with a radial ine. (This can be 
seen by considering the movement of a band with nj arcs, the movement being past both 
endpoints of the position of li at the jth step). Hence if we examine the sequence given by: x, = 2, 
x,+, = 2x, + 2, then the number of intersections of Ii with a radial ine in the disc at the jth step is 
no more than xj. But xj = 2’+’ - 2. There are at most 2m - 1 steps in the construction, so the result 
follows. 
LEMMA 6. If N, {Ii} are as in lemma 5 then if h is an arc properly embedded in N with at least 
one endpoint of h on the outer boundary of N then there is a homeomorphism of N onto itself 
leaving bd N fixed and taking h to an arc meeting each 1, in no more than (4m + 2)(2*“’ - 2) + 2 
points. 
Proof. This follows from lemmas 3 and 5. Let N be placed in the canonical form of lemma 5. 
Then by possibly sliding h near its endpoints along bd N we may assume that the endpoints of h 
are in the correct position on the canonical surface. Then there is a homeomorphism of N, leaving 
bd N fixed, taking h to an arc, k, which meets each band in at most two longitudinal rcs and at 
each end it intersects the regular neighbourhood of the boundary of the disc radially. There are 
2m intersections of the bands with the discs, and also k intersects the regular neighbourhood at
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its endpoints. Hence k meets each li in no more than (4m + 2)(2’” - 2) points. Then sliding the 
endpoints of k back to the original endpoints of h, we can assume that k meets each li at most in 
two additional points, near to the endpoints of 1,. 
COROLLARY. If N, {ii}, h are as in lemma 6, except that N is not specified to be in canonical 
position, then the conclusion of lemma 6 is still true; there exists a homeomorphism ojN to itself, 
leaving bd N jixed, such that the image of h intersects each 1, in at most (4m + 2)(2*” - 2) + 2 
points. 
Having proved these results about compact surfaces, we may begin to concentrate on the 
3-manifold of our theorem. 
LEMMA 7. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold. Let {Ai}, {Bi}, 15 i I p, 
1 I j 5 q be two sets of disjoint annuli, piecewise linearly embedded in int M, Assume that for each 
Bi, Ai tl int Bj = C$ for all i and each component of bd Bj is contained in some Ai and is a 
longitude of it. Then if n(( U Ai) U (U Bj)) is a regular neighbourhood of (U Ai) U (u Ei)), 
and that set is connected, then it is hdmeomorphic to N x S’, where N is a compact bordered 
surface, representable as a disc with ‘q bands, and S’ is the l-sphere. Further, the annuli appear 
in the form 1 x S’, where 1 is a simple arc in int N. 
Proof. Induction on q. If q = 1 then either both components of bd B, are in the same Ai or 
else they are in different ones: Ai, Aj, say. In the former case n(Ai U BJ is homeomorphic to
N x S’, where N is either an annulus or a mobius strip (the orientability of M precludes any 
other possibilities). In the later case n (Ai U Aj U B,) is homeomorphic toN X S’ where N is a 
disc. If q > 1 the argument is similar. 
LEMMA 8. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and let S be an 
incompressible surface embedded in int M. Let T be any incompressible surface in M. Then T is 
isotopic to a surface, T*, which is such that T* II S is a collection of disjoint simple closed 
curves, none of which bound a disc on either S or TX, and all the annuli which are closures of 
components ojT* - S are incompressible in M* modulo bd M (where M” is M split along S). 
Proof We may begin with a small isotopy of T, after which S and T are in general position 
and S 17 T is a finite collection of disjoint simple closed curves. We use induction on the number 
of such curves. If this number is zero then there is nothing to prove. If greater than zero and there 
exists a curve bounding a disc on S then we may take an “innermost” such curve, A, on S, and 
because T is incompressible, bd A bounds a disc, y, on T. Then A U y is a nonsingular, piecewise 
linear 2-sphere in int M, hence bounds a 3-cell of M. Therefore we may perform an isotopy of T 
through that 3-cell, reducing the number of curves of S rl T. Hence it may be assumed that no 
curves of S n T bound discs of S, and by a similar argument no curves of S fl T bound discs of 
T. 
If A is an annulus which is the closure of a component of T - S and it is not incompressible in 
M*, modulo bd M, then there is a disc, D, which is such that either: 
(i) bd D C int A, bd D is a longitude of A, and int D C int M* - A, or 
(ii) D meets A transversally so that bd D n A is a simple arc joining the two components of
bd A, and bd D n S is a simple arc, while bd D il bd M = C#I, and int D C int M* - A. 
But case (i) is impossible since the incompressibility of T would imply that bd D bounds a disc 
of T, hence both components of bd A bound discs of T. As for case (ii), if we cut A along D and 
paste copies of D to each side of the cutting, we obtain a disc properly embedded on S. As before, it 
determines a 3-cell since M is irreducible, and hence the closure of one component of M - S U A 
is a solid torus. Then an isotopy of T through the solid torus removes A and any other portions of T 
in the solid torus, thus reducing the number of curves of S n T. 
Proof of the theorem 
Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and let S be an incompressible 
surface whose Euler characteristic s xs and which is such that S n bd M = 4. Let T be any 
incompressible surface in M whose Euler characteristic s no less then the number x0, where 
x0 I 2 is a given integer. We may assume that T is situated with respect o S so that it satisfies the 
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conclusions of lemma 8. Then, by lemma 1 there exists a set of no more than -2~~ + 3 disjoint 
annuli {Ai}, 15 i 5 p 5 -2~~ + 3, on S which cover all the curves of S n T so that those curves 
are each longitudes of some Ai. Similarly there exists a set of no more than -2x0 + 3 disjoint 
annuli, {Cj}, 15 i 5 q 5 -2x0 + 3, on T covering all the curves of S n T. 
If M* is the manifold obtained by splitting M along S, then the intersections of each Cj with 
M* may contain some annuli with both boundary curves in bd M*. Since all such annuli are 
incompressible modulo bd M (by lemma 8), there is a number 5 61c~, where (Y is the number of 
simplices in a triangulation of M*, such that there is a set {B,}, 1 I Is r of such annuli, 
incorporating precisely one annulus from each parallility class. Then if X1 = (( U Ai) U ( U &)), 
we may, by an isotopy of T, assume that T fl X, is precisely the set of annul; {Cj}, 1 i) 5 q. 
Further, any component of X, is homeomorphic toN x S’ for some compact bordered surface N 
(by lemma 7), and the annulus Cj appears in the form cj X S’ for some simple properly embedded 
arc cj c N. Further, by extending each Ai out to bd Xi, we have that S II X, is precisely the set 
of annuli {Ai}, 1 5 i ‘p, and again each Ai appears in the form ai x S’. Of course under these 
conditions S n T C int X1 and any homeomorphism of X1 onto itself leaving the boundary fixed 
can be extended to a homeomorphism of M onto itself leaving bd M fixed by specifying the 
identity map outside X,. 
We choose the component of X1 containing C,. By lemma 7 it may be represented as the 
product of a disc with no more than r bands, with the l-sphere, N, x S’. Using the corollary to 
lemma 6, there is a homeomorphism of N, onto itself, leaving bd N, fixed, and taking c, to an arc 
in N, which intersects each of the arcs ai which are in N1, in no more than (4r + 2)(2” - 2) + 2 
points. This produces ahomeomorphism, f,, of M to itself, leaving M - X, fixed, and taking C, to 
an annulus meeting S in no more than p [(4r + 2)(2” - 2) + 21 curves. 
Next, we remove a regular neighbourhood of f,(C,) from X1, giving us the set X,. Then the 
component of X, containing f,(C,) is homeomorphic toN2 x S’, where N2 is a disc with no more 
than r bands. Each Ai meets X, in no more than (4r + 2)(2” - 2) + 3 annuli, hence meets N, in no 
more than that number of arcs. Also each f,(C), I > 1, meets Xz in a single annulus, hence f,(C,) 
meets Nz in a single arc. Let fz be a homeomorphism of M to itself, fixed on M - X2, produced 
from a homeomorphism of N2 to itself, fixed on bd N2, such that frf,(CJ meets each annulus of 
S n Xz in no more than (4r + 2)(2*’ - 2)+2 curves. Again, lemma 6 ensures that such a 
homeomorphism exists. Then ffi(CJ meets S in no more than 
p [((4r + 2)(2” - 2) + 2)((4r + 2)(2*’ - 2) + 3)] < p(4r + 2)‘(2*’ + I)* curves. 
Also fzf,(CJ = f,(C,). 
Then let Xx be X2 with a regular neighbourhood of fj,(C,) removed. Obtain a 
homeomorphism, f3, of M to itself, fixed outside X,, such that f3f2fi(C3) meets S in fewer than 
curves. Also 
p(4r + 2),(22r t 1)3 
f3f2fdC2) = f2fl(C2) and f3fSl(CJ = fl(CJ. 
Continuing this process to the end, namely the q’th step, we obtain a homeomorphism 
f* = fqfq_, . . . f2fl of M to itself, leaving bd M fixed, and taking T to a surface, f*(T), such that 
there are fewer than 
p 2, (4r t 2)i(22’ t 1)’ 
[ 1 < pq(4r t 2)4(22’ t 1)” 
curves in S n f*(T). But if we substitute the inequalities p 5 -2~~ t 3, q 5 -2x0 + 3, and 
r ~61a, we obtain a finite upper bound for B(M, S,x,,). 
COROLLARY. If M is as in the theorem and if S is a given incompressible surface in M (which 
may meet bd M), then if x0 is a given integer, x0 s 2, there exists an integer B,(M, S, x0) such that if 
T is any incompressible surface in M whose Euler characteristic is limited by x0 and whose 
boundary does not meet bd S then there is a homeomorphism of M to itself, fixed on bd M, taking 
T to a surface which meets S in no more than O,(M, S, x0) simple closed curves. 
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